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from the videos and reports they have released we have seen evidence
that their methods were mainly to lock the game (forcing you to kick out
from home screen, into your launcher, and then having the "game
protected" window popping up) and auto-start 'game launchers' through
that if you play the game. far cry 5 wasn't the first ubisoft-published
shooter to feature denuvo anti-tampering. in fact, it didn't even crack the
first denuvo patch, v1.4, that came out january 11th, 2017. far cry 5 was
instead the first to handle v1.5 denuvo, which came out on february 7th.
but with that new version of denuvo came a new feature to make it more
effective at slowing down pirates – timeouts. a second around i purchased
assassin's creed origins in order to test denuvo's performance impact. not
only was there zero drop in performance, but even three hours after the
denuvo removal the game was able to maintain its smooth gaming
experience. the impact is marginal but it's important to know that
removal does impact performance in some way. i contacted the owner of
the crack to get a 3rd party verification of the game's performance and he
responded accordingly. official explanation denuvo is a form of drm and
it's designed to halt pirated games in their tracks. it's made to block
cracked versions of the game from being played after the crack is
removed. once the crack is removed denuvo no longer gets in the way of
a play and the game will play at its original frame rate. this is a neutral
good as it empowers those who bought the game legally in the first place.
as for the game itself, i tested the game before and after we cracked it
and there was an almost imperceptible difference in frame rate.
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